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Nellmnari II

The Nellmnari system is located near Bakura, on the outskirts of the

small area of space controlled by the Ssi-ruuvi Imperium. It consists

of only two planets: Nellmnari I and Nellmnari II.

Nellmnari I is a molten hunk of rock and gas with temperatures high

enough to melt most metals. Travel to the world is impossible due to

this enviroment.

Nellmnari II, on the other hand, is a lush terrestrial world home to

the Nellmn and a score of exotic local planet and animal life. The

planet has a system of three small moons which serve as military

defense outposts originally setup after the first invasion attempt

made by the Ssi-ruuk several centures prior to the Ssi-ruuk's attempted

invasion of Bakura.

Travel into Nellmn is highly restricted and non-Nellmn attempting to

land on the planet must first deal with the Nellmnari Navy. Customs

are fairly strict, prohibiting the import of any off world plants or

animals and offering severe punishment for those who smuggle such goods

in. After putting up with tedious inspections and interviews from Nellmn

customs officers, almost all ships are permitted to land. Visitors are

only granted a maximum of a month on the surface, after which they must

leave or face imprisonment.

Due to the fairly remote location, Nellmnari was never a part of the Old

Republic nor the Empire. However, Nellmnari citizens voted to join the

New Republic some twenty years following the Battle of Endor.

Type: Terrestrial

Location: Outer Rim

Temperature: Temperate

Atmosphere: Type I

Hydrosphere: Wet

Gravity: Standard

Terrain: Jungle, forest, plains, mountain, urban

Length of Day: 27.4 standard hours

Length of Year: 285 local days

Sapient Species: Nellmn (N)



Starport: Standard

Population: 2,536,960,000 (estimated)

Planet Function: Homeworld

Government: Elected head priest

Tech Level: Space

Major Exports: None

Major Imports: Starships, starship parts 
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